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Introduction
Vo lu me Three of Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens revealed that
Nucleus 8, Chief of Security for an unimag inably vast Alliance of
interdimensional civilizations, discovered the potentially fatal truth about his
youth and the torturous conditioning he received as a cadet. This knowledge
had been deliberately buried by the conspirators seeking complete control of
his benevolent society. They nearly succeeded in efforts to kill h im, Sarah, a
Teglin lin child expected to become a governing Board member, and Marjorie,
the author‟s wife, who channeled them and a variety of other entities. The
identities of the chiefs of the conspiracy were gradually being revealed, and
that process continues in Volu me Four. It ultimately leads Nucleus 8 to a
deadly confrontation with his biological mother and to the confinement of his
previously trusted second in command.
Adam, our adopted faery, successfully oversees the assisted evolution of
a stone age, illiterate culture of the newest planetary member of the Alliance.
Perithnea and numerous other faeries along with many other species from the
Alliance, also help to instruct the planet‟s inhabitants . Because of Adam‟s
achievements, amazing capabilities, and integrity, Nucleus 8 appoints him
Second in Co mmand.
Nucleus 8 is offered First Position on the Board of Twelve, but discovers
that acceptance requires him to personally destroy a cache of extremely
dangerous weapons. His body must first be altered to make him indestructible,
and it is not known if he can survive the transition, but after an agonizing, life
threatening ordeal, he does. When recovered, he issues orders that have major,
liberat ing impacts on all members of the Alliance and the implementation of
desireable projects in abeyance.
Marjorie‟s emotional crises due to separation from her children and
ongoing psychological abuse by her ex-husband persist, and she endures
serious medical problems caused by the conspirators‟ attacks and by accidents
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that occur during ET medical procedures. Nevertheless, her role as surrogate
mother to Sarah, Joseph, Didiwahtay, and Victoria is highly successful, and
all show remarkably rapid develop ment.
Rex and Marjorie discover that they, like Isabel, who m Nucleus 8 loves
as his surrogate mother, have alternate identities with completely different
bodies in Nuke‟s dimension, but who share their motivations and attachments.
Star One, a hybrid human/gray, is Marjorie‟s counterpart, and they feel each
other‟s emotions and physical bodies. Rex‟s counterpart is Ragor, a bipedal
reptilian, who is a captain in the security fo rces and enjoys recruiting new
civilizat ions for the Alliance. He and Star One are bonded, which results in
the birth of a male hybrid/reptilian child who m they name Wachitique in
honor of the Tarahumara Indians. Nicknamed Washi, the reptilian child, who
channels through Marjorie, develops very quickly and learns to inhibit his
instinctive biting of anything that touches his face.
The emotionally volatile, roller coaster romance between Nucleus 8 and
Candace, a psychically g ifted human, continues. In his dimension, Ginea,
Candace‟s counterpart, is queen of the Crystal Planet, where h is father,
stepmother, and brother are living. Nucleus 8 is crowned king in spite of h is
disdain for the title, but finds that Candace occasionally countermands his
orders behind his back, lead ing to more conflict between them. Their
relationship eventually fails, but he soon meets Amy, an angel in disguise,
who amazes him with her psychic abilities and helps him develop greater
emotional balance. A my occasionally channels White Buffalo Calf Woman.
On a journey to Tanner‟s cave at Tsankawi and the Hopi Reservation, we
encounter a Navajo shaman in training, who reveals intimate knowledge of
our personal histories and who attempts to eliminate undesirable spiritual
influences. Marjie exp lores her own shaman ic skills and uses them with a new
acquaintance.
An accidental, massive explosion kills thousands and destroys about a
fifth of the existing Headquarters. A number of bodies in suspended animation
are destroyed, including Joseph‟s, and our dear friend Tesar is killed. Joseph
quickly returns to us, but Tesar‟s spirit is still missing when Volu me Four
ends.
Throughout all our adventures, it is clear that our Creator‟s hand is
shaping events for the benefit of all, and we are eternally grateful.
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Main Characters
Perithnea: Marjorie‟s protective faery who agreed to be adopted into
our family and provided guidance with a sense of humor.
Alta Sha: Marjorie‟s guardian angel, messenger of God, advisor and
friend, who placed the steps the Creator wanted us to take before us and
educated us in spiritual matters.
Metatron (aka Light Mother): An Archangel of unimag inable power
who watched over and loved Marjorie fro m early childhood, Overseer of
experimental med ical procedures to cure the earthly incurable, beloved
companion, and much, much more.
Adam: Another faery child who agreed to be adopted by us and who
volunteered to work within the extraterrestrial A lliance, establishing a
precedent which led to his high placement within their society and the similar
involvement of many other faeries
Nucleus 8: A human/extraterrestrial hybrid born in Egypt in the year
2713 B.C., during the construction of the pyramids at Giza. Supreme Lord of
Security for the vast, mult idimensional Un iversal Alliance Federation which
includes hundreds of thousands of galaxies and thousands of civilizations , his
two brainstems enable him to monitor events in six dimensions
simu ltaneously. He has been dedicated to protecting and mentoring Marjorie
fro m early childhood and became a trusted friend and a genuine family
member.
Marjorie (a.k.a. Star One): W ife of the author and extraordinary
channel, within whose love interdimensional beings found shelter and a voice
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that could be heard by humans. A target of dark forces because of her crucial
role in assisting the Alliance, she has suffered greatly, with amazing grace, for
the benefit of humanity and our interdimensional friends.
Sarah: An abused but rescued Teglinlin child brought to us to help her
overcome distrust of strangers , destined for greatness. She resisted the plans
of the Alliance‟s Board of Twelve to have her take one of their vacant
positions, choosing instead to become an apprentice angel.
Joshua: Sarah‟s affectionate older brother and protector who became
Adam‟s friend and quickly assumed the role of horticulturist within the
Alliance. He chose us to be his loving, surrogate parents.
Joseph: The very sweet and loving infant brother of Sarah and Joshua
who was also brought to us for nurturing and protection from his abusive
parents, who made friends with several hu man acquaintances.
22: A member of the small gray species and Chief of the Medical Unit at
Alliance headquarters, who participated in med ical procedures for treatment
of in juries and illnesses sustained by several of the main characters.
Regenc 4: A member of the governing Board of Twelve of the Alliance
and Nucleus 8‟s superior when we met and he invited me to join their team.
Mi : A brown wood sprite fond of making noises, moving things around,
and tickling people, who became a frequent companion to the author in his
work, somet imes manifesting as a swiftly flying, b rown blur.
Tanner (a.k.a. Asalara, Reaches for Fire in the Sky, Softener of
Skins, One Who Sees by the Red Moon at Night, B oard Member, Position
9): A pure energy being capable of assuming any physical form, who
man ifested on Earth as an ancient Ute‟ Indian shaman. He sent us on long
journeys in search of his sacred teaching s tones and, aided by us, he
experienced a dramat ic healing during a spiritual journey to the Red Moon.
Raps ar: A friend of Vikings and the deceased pilot of a sabotaged
interdimensional craft which crashed hundreds of years ago on the west
Spanish Peak, who led us to the location of Tanner‟s most powerful stone.
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Donna (a pseudonym): A psychic contactee who channeled Rapsar,
enabling him to resume contact with his mate Clairetrinnia and Nucleus 8, but
who withdrew when she realized he was a co mp letely separate entity.
Ivy: Perithnea‟s faery friend, who loved Donna‟s cats and provided
physical evidence of her existence in Donna‟s home.
Candace (a pseudonym): A g ifted but very amb ivalent human psychic
who interpreted Tanner‟s teaching stones and various Anasazi petroglyphs.
Through his romantic attachment to her, Nucleus 8‟s emot ions were in turmo il
because of her inconsistent, erratic behavior.
John: Candace‟s dark spirit guide, who, through guile and flattery,
subverted her talents for his selfish purposes. He was evicted so that
benevolent White Eagle could gu ide her, but Candace reverted to John.
Victori a: A nine year old child whose beautiful spirit entered Marjorie at
Williamsburg, Virgin ia, where she and her mother were unjustly hanged in
colonial times. She quickly evolved into a young woman, who provided
loving companionship to Nucleus 8 and others.
Tesar: Member of the Board of Twelve, close friend of Nucleus 8, and
practical joker, whose maverick behavior usually masked a positive,
underlying message. His beguiling and superficiously irresponsible behavior
taught Sarah important lessons in judgment and self determination.
Di di wahtay: An infant Native A merican spirit given to us for parenting
by Tanner, who learned to enjoy flying with crows, hawks, and vultures and
who demonstrated impressive artistic talent as a painter.
Wachiti que (a.k.a. Washi): Reptilian hybrid child of Star One and
Ragor, the interdimensional counterparts of Rex and Marjorie in Nucleus 8‟s
dimension. Speaking through Marjorie was difficult for h im due to their
anatomical differences, but he enjoyed wrestling with the author.
Isabel (a.k.a. Shadow): Healer, psychic, instructor, good Samaritan, and
friend to Nucleus 8, Rex and Marjo rie, who discovered her exalted identity in
8‟s dimension trough hypnosis.
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Amy (a pseudonym): An angel in disguise with whom Nucleus 8 formed
a lengthy romantic attach ment, who demnostrated amazing psychic abilit ies.
Nel da (a pseudonym): A wo man with strong psychic abilit ies who
joined Nucleus 8‟s group of selected humans who began to channel Tanner.
He attempted to take over the group, was chastised by 8, and the conflict led
to her withdrawal.
Guy (a pseudonym): A member of Nucleus 8‟s group who had several
private sessions with him.
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Chapter One

Nuke Bonds
As explained in Vo lu me Three, Marjie had flown to Canada to help
Candace prepare to move to the States. Around six in the evening I phoned
Marjie, who said, “We walked in the door just five minutes ago. The flight
fro m Toronto to New Brunswick was delayed by bad weather. There was a
strange looking man sitting in the rear of the plane who kept staring at me.
Every t ime I glanced at him, he had this weird grin on his face.”
I asked Nucleus 8, “Are you listening in, Nu ke?”
“Yes.”
“Was he one of your people?”
“Yes.”
“That explains why he was acting so strange,” Marjie said. I was satisfied
to know she was safe and comfortable, and after exchanging hellos and I love
yous with the child ren, we ended the conversation.
I heard popping noises in the house and attempted to visualize their
source, my ET p rotectors. One was a large reptilian who stood on two legs
like a hu man. Another had a wedge-shaped head, and there were three grays I
had named Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. Although I missed hearing
their voices, I read to Joseph and Didiwahtay at bedtime as usual.
Popping noises greeted me again in the morning, and in spite of the rainy
weather, I heard the sound of a small, p ropeller driven, low fly ing plane over
the house. I felt certain it was an ET craft checking up on me.
I made the bed before going downstairs for coffee. When I returned to the
bedroom to get dressed, I noticed that a book Marjie had been reading before
she left had been moved from her bedside table and placed on the bed!
Curious, I opened it to the marked page, where I found a discussion of the
Beatitudes from the Sermon on the Mount, one of my favorite passages in the
Bible. I thanked my protectors for this evidence of their presence.
I was grateful for having plenty of appointments. W e needed the money.
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